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the central theme of cardcaptor sakura is love and human relationships. throughout the series, many forms of love
are showcased, including sibling love, childhood crushes, unrequited love, [and] true love. at times, clamp even
ignores the clow cards for several chapters to focus more on the relationships of sakura and those around her. a six-
episode television series entitled cardcaptor sakura: clear file was produced by artland with masashi hirose directing
and shinichi watanabe, seiji okuda, akio kaneda, masahiko nishio, katsuhiko yamamoto, kōji tanaka, yukiko shirai and
mamoru oshii acting as storyboard directors. it was broadcast on chubu tv and other networks in japan in may and
june 2002. [65] [66] [70] a manga adaptation titled shiroki tengu by tsukasa sato was published in the sunday gx
magazine in japan from 2000 to 2002. the manga adapts the episodes 26-26, 31-33 and 48-50 of the tv series. [62]
[63] [64] [67] [68] [69] [70] the series ended in the february 2002 edition of sunday gx. [71] the manga adaptation of
cardcaptors was suggested by nekoi at the beginning of cardcaptor's storyline at ohkawa's prompting. [45] nekoi
suggested ohkawa for the anime. [5]
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the series was animated in the anime style, which clamp had intended. due to the difference in pacing and approach
to the story, clamp did not take any time out from the nakayoshi serialization, and the series would be finished six

months before the conclusion. [5] the beginning of cardcaptor sakura was influenced by clamp's charlotte and
charlotte no nikki series, especially charlotte no nikki chapter #1.3, which shows the characters passing through a
wall of skulls. [5] the series would later become influenced by clamp's serialization of clamp's original, reverse and
undone stories. [5] when planning cardcaptor sakura, clamp did not want to include clow because they already had
the idea for him at the time. [4] clamp had wanted to include the clow cards into the tv series, but due to it being an

adult drama, their concerns were more about the reaction to the heroine being a grade-schooler. when planning
cardcaptor sakura, clamp looked at original, which is about a young girl of the same age as sakura, and they decided

to use this character as their basis for sakura. [5] cardcaptor sakura complete series deluxe expanded edition
contains all three seasons and episodes 1-85. ten-year-old sakura lives a pretty normal life with her older brother,
toya, and widowed father, fujitaka. or she did, until the day she returned home from school to discover a glowing
book in her father's study. after opening the book and releasing the cards within, sakura is tasked with collecting

each of these magical cards, while trying to live the life of a normal fourth grader. in the monumental task of
collecting all the cards, sakura must rely on her friends and family, and decide what she finds most important in life.
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